A careful analysis is made of the example of a charging capacitor to show the meaning and significance ('reality') of Maxwell's displacement current.
Introduction
In a recent paper in this journal, Roche [1] presents a historical survey of the 'controversy' over the reality of Maxwell's displacement current, with Maxwell's view that it is 'electromagnetically equivalent' to a conduction current contrasted with the majority view that the sources of the electromagnetic field are solely the charge and current densities. While Roche's paper contains some useful historical information, it is marred by imprecision, sloppy notation, and downright mistakes. In particular, his important Box 5, 'Calculating the magnetic field intensity in a uniformly charging circular air capacitor', is incorrect in detail and logically contradictory in its conclusion. Roche purports to show that the displacement current does not contribute to the magnetic field within the capacitor, but then concludes with a statement of the integral form of Ampère's law with the integral of the displacement current as source term on the right-hand side.
I begin with a brief discussion of my explanation of the logic of Maxwell's insistence on the 'reality' of the displacement current (although 'electromagnetically equivalent' is not as extreme a position as some would believe). I then carefully analyse the charging capacitor example to show in what way the displacement current enters: in one method of solution, the whole source of the magnetic field, and in another, a contribution, together with the conduction current, that removes a logical inconsistency. For simplicity, I treat the fields in vacuum, with B = µ 0 H and D = ε 0 E.
Maxwell's choice of gauge and the 'reality' of the displacement current
Although I know that Maxwell had very explicit mechanical models for electromagnetic fields as disturbances in the elastic aether, for me a key to understanding Maxwell's insistence on treating the displacement current on the same footing as the conduction current is his constant choice of the Coulomb gauge for the potentials. The Maxwell equations in vacuum are
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Introducting the scalar and vector potentials and A according to
the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations become
Note that in the second equation, in order to exhibit the displacement current explicitly, we have not eliminated D in favour of A and . Following Maxwell, we exploit the freedom of gauges to choose the Coulomb gauge, namely, ∇ · A = 0. Then the equations for the potentials are
The first equation is just the Poisson equation, which yields the so-called instantaneous scalar potential. The second equation has the appearance of a Poisson equation for the vector potential, with a source term that is the sum of the conduction current density and the displacement current. From this point of view, the displacement current is clearly 'electromagnetically equivalent' to the conduction current. I believe it is in this sense, and within the framework of the Coulomb gauge, that Maxwell could insist on the reality of the displacement current as a contribution to the total (effective) current. There are, of course, flaws in such an interpretation. Because D is the sum of terms involving and A, ∂D/∂t is not really a source term. The two equations in (4) are coupled partial differential equations for and A with ρ and J the true external sources. Issues of causality and the finite speed of propagation of electromagnetic disturbances are obscured by the choice of the Coulomb gauge: the potentials are manifestly not causal, but the fields can be shown to be [2] , [3, p 291, problem 6.20]. Nevertheless, for quasi-static fields, equations (4) can serve as a basis for successive approximations. The instantaneous (electrostatic) solution for the scalar potential yields at lowest order the instantaneous electric field. This field can be used in the displacement current as a source term, along with the conduction current, to find the first-order vector potential and hence the first-order magnetic field, and so on. We apply this approach below to the Maxwell equations (1) directly.
Incidentally, the expression for B in Roche's Box 3, called Maxwell's expression for the magnetic field intensity, follows from the second Poisson equation in (4) if the right-hand side is treated as a known source. This instantaneous expression for B is not a solution, of course, but only a true formal integral relation between the fields and the current source.
In his Box 4, Roche states the familiar 'Lorentz' (retarded) expressions for A and B that emerge from choosing the gauge condition, ∇ · A + ∂ /∂t = 0. His expression for A is correct, but his result for B is not [3, p 247, equation (6.56) ].
Quasi-static magnetic field within a charging capacitor, direct perturbative approach
As did Roche, we consider a parallel-plate capacitor consisting of two thin, flat, circular, conducting plates of radius a, separated by a distance d, and positioned such as to be parallel to the xy plane and have their centres on the z-axis at z = 0 and z = d. Very long straight and thin wires lie along the z-axis and terminate on the outer sides of the two plates. A current I (t) flows in the negative z-direction, bringing a total charge Q(t) slowly to the top plate and removing an equal amount of charge from the bottom plate. The charge and current are related according to I (t) = dQ(t)/dt. We assume that d a, so that fringing fields can be neglected. In the static limit, charge Q(t) is therefore uniformly distributed over the inner side of the top plate, so that the surface charge density there is σ (t) = Q(t)/π a 2 . The electric displacement has only a z-component, uniform throughout the volume between the plates and equal to D z = −σ (t) = −Q(t)/πa 2 . The lowest-order displacement current is therefore
With this approximation for the displacement current inserted into the Ampère-Maxwell equation, we have a differential equation for the first-order magnetic field:
The displacement current source term is equivalent to a uniform current density in the negative z-direction throughout a circular wire of radius a. As is well known, such a current causes an azimuthal magnetic field whose magnitude can be found by applying Stokes's theorem to a circular path of radius ρ and fixed z centred on the z-axis. The elementary result for the magnetic field for 0 < ρ < a and 0 < z < d is
In the region between the plates, where no conduction current exists, this first-order result for the magnetic field depends solely on the existence of Maxwell's 'displacement current.' Of course, in modern parlance we do not stress the reality of the electric displacement current ∂D/∂t as a source term, any more than we speak of the 'magnetic displacement current' −∂B/∂t as a source term in Faraday's law. The Maxwell equations involve the spatial and temporal derivatives of the fields, coupled to the charge and current sources. The displacement current emerged as an effective source term above because we utilized an iterative approximation scheme whereby the lowest-order electric field gave a known quasi-static displacement current of the same order as the conduction current in the wires outside the capacitor.
Roche's Box 5 example, via linear superposition
The geometry of the parallel plate capacitor and the associated current flows is sketched in figure 1 . Roche begins by saying that he will ignore 'the small reduction due to the missing current element in the capacitor region.' He thus assumes that the long-wire result, H φ = −I (t)/2πρ, holds between the plates of the capacitor as well as outside. As we show below, this neglect cannot be made. He then makes the further (and compensating) mistake of identifying the radial surface current density on the top plate with the magnetic field on the under side of the top plate, rather than with the discontinuity of field across that plate. He adds these two contributions to obtain the correct result (6) , claiming that the displacement current does not contribute. He concludes with the contradictory statement that the integral form of Ampère's law with the displacement current as 'source' yields the same result. We solve the problem of finding the magnetic field within the capacitor by linear superposition. The simple field of the continuous straight wire carrying the current I (t) must be augmented by the field caused by the current flow pattern sketched on the right in figure 1 . With the assumption of uniform charge density at all times on the inner surfaces of the two capacitor plates, the continuity equation for charge and current densities yields the radial surface current density stated by Roche:
where equation (7) applies for the upper plate and its negative for the lower plate. The current I (t) flows from the lower to the upper plate along the z-axis, as indicated in figure 1 . The integral form of the Ampère-Maxwell equation is where the integral on the left is around a closed circuit C, such as loop A or loop B in figure 1 , and the integral on the right is over the open surface S spanning the circuit. We note that the symmetry of the problem assures that the magnetic field has only an azimuthal component, independent of angle, both within and outside the capacitor. We also note that the displacement current, derived in section 3, has only a z-component and is constant within the capacitor. As a consequence, if we apply equation (8) to loop A, with vertical sides z and horizontal sides ρ φ and n in the radial direction, only the surface conduction current contributes. We find
Here H i and H t are the azimuthal magnetic fields just below and just above the top plate caused by the radial current flow. Lowering loop A to be totally within the capacitor leads to the conclusion that H i is independent of z, and lowering it to intersect the bottom plate leads to the relation
Here H b is the magnetic field just below the bottom plate. The difference of equations (9) and (10) yields H t = H b , a result equally well obtained by extending loop A vertically to go above the top plate and below the bottom. Since H t and H b are independent of z, they must both vanish, because remote from the capacitor the total field is given by the expression for the long straight wire on axis. The total magnetic field within the capacitor is the sum of the field of the long straight wire and H i :
in agreement with equation (6) . Now, it appears that we agree with Roche's first conclusion, that the displacement current does not enter the determination of the magnetic field within the charging capacitor. However, before leaving the example, consider loop B of radius ρ in figure 1 . Now the normal n points in the positive z-direction; the displacement current in equation (8) contributes to the integral. Explicitly, we have
where the displacement current contribution is given by equation (5) . Adding the straightwire contribution (which cancels the I (t) on the right-hand side of (12)), we obtain the total magnetic field in the capacitor as
Just as in section 3, we find from loop B that the whole field comes from the displacement current as 'source'. Without the displacement current, the answer for H i from loop B would be wrong and inconsistent with the result from loop A.
Summary and conclusions
We can understand Maxwell's insistence on the reality of the displacement current, on an equal footing with the conduction current, because of his use of the Coulomb gauge ∇ · A = 0 for the potentials. In this gauge one has 'instantaneous' Poisson equations for both the scalar and vector potentials, with the 'source' term, J + ∂D/∂t, for the latter. In this sense, the displacement current is on a par with the conduction current (although really not an external source). The implementation of displacement current as a source term is explored through a perturbation approach, with lowest-order (instantaneous electrostatic) electric fields providing the displacement-current source term in Ampère's law for the first-order magnetic fields, and so on. The example of a charging parallel plane capacitor is treated in section 3 with the displacement current to the fore, and in section 4 with the conduction current dominating, but with the displacement current crucial in removing an inconsistency. Along the way, Roche's confusing and sometimes erroneous discussion is corrected. It is clear from section 3 and equations (11) and (13) that it is a matter of procedure and taste whether or not the displacement current enters explicitly in a calculation. Maxwell is wrong if he asserts that the displacement current is a real external current density on a par with the conduction current density, but he is right if he says that it is electromagnetically equivalent (in the sense that it can appear on the right-hand side of the Ampère-Maxwell equation together with the conduction current density). Implementation of the displacement current as an 'external source' depends, however, on a perturbative approach, starting with electrostatics.
I am delighted that someone of Professor Jackson's distinction is taking an interest in the debate over the displacement current. I believe the differences between his article [1] and my earlier article [2] are slight. Nevertheless, I would like to explore these differences. 'In this case, therefore, both the electric and magnetic fields between the plates are caused by the conduction currents alone.
The quantitative association between these two fields is expressed by Maxwell's magnetic vorticity equation
When phrasing these sentences I took particular care to use the word 'association' and not to say that ∂D/∂t is a source term. I make the same point again on page 164. On no occasion in the text do I describe ∂D/∂t as a 'source'. One of the most important themes of my article was to demonstrate that the Maxwell term ∂D/∂t is not a source term, and that the equation ∇ × H = ∂D/∂t is an association or correlation between field properties, each of which derives from electric sources elsewhere, and is not an effect-cause relation. 'Due to the radial currents in the sheets the total contribution is H 2 = J s .
What I mean here is that the total contribution from the current sheets in each capacitor plate adds up to H 2 = J s . I did not mean that H 2 is the total field in the region between the plates. Indeed, I use H 1 for the field between the plates due to the broken current and H 3 for that due to the displacement current. Furthermore, Professor Jackson's expression for this field discontinuity is exactly the same as mine. I do accept, however, that I might have been more explicit.
(3) In his calculation of the magnetic field between the plates of the capacitor, Professor Jackson omits the contribution of the fictitious reversed conduction current element that he inserts between the plates [1, pages 497-8] . This, of course, is perfectly justified in a first-order calculation. But he appears to do exactly what he criticizes me for doinghe ignores the magnetic field dip caused by the interruption in the long current due to the presence of capacitor plates. He also asserts that I only obtain the correct result because my error in (2) compensates that in (3). However, these two 'errors' are of different orders of magnitude and cannot compensate each other. In fact, again, Professor Jackson obtains exactly the same expression as I do for the contribution of the broken current to the magnetic field intensity between the capacitor plates, and I can find no errors either in his derivation, or in mine. 'The displacement current source term is equivalent to a uniform current density in the negative z-direction throughout a circular wire of radius a. As is well known, such a current causes an azimuthal magnetic field whose magnitude can be found by applying Stokes's theorem to a circular path of radius ρ and fixed z centred on the z-axis.'
On page 499 of his text he argues in a similar manner that:
'the whole field [of the capacitor] comes from the displacement current as "source".'
Is this a valid argument?
Consider the corresponding equation for a pure conduction current, ∇ × H = j. Although we say correctly that currents cause magnetic fields, we do not say that the local conduction current density j causes the local magnetic vorticity ∇ × H. The local magnetic field is, of course, caused by neighbouring currents both near and far. The above equation does not, therefore, relate the local source of a magnetic field to the local magnetic field caused by that source. What the above equation establishes is a quantitative correlation between the local magnetic vorticity and the local current density. Surely that is all it establishes, both in this case and in the case of the displacement current density.
Furthermore, the full displacement current is a current element, only, in this casesince we are assuming a very thin capacitor. Even if we accept that the displacement current generated by the capacitor is a possible source of magnetic field, it will, therefore, only make a second-order contribution to the total capacitor field, if it makes any contribution at all. Indeed, if the displacement current running between the plates of the capacitor were the full source of the magnetic field there, then halving the distance between the plates would halve the magnetic field intensity between the plates. In fact, in our capacitor, such an operation would have no first-order effect on the magnetic field. Also, when the magnetic field due to the capacitor displacement current is rigorously calculated from Maxwell's Coulomb gauge field integral, it is found to be zero [2, page 163] . Finally, if the magnetic field were caused in full or even in part by the changing bound electric field between the plates, placing a current loop perpendicular to the magnetic field between the capacitor plates would produce a torque on the loop and a reaction torque on the changing electric field (the 'current'), which, of course, is impossible. The reaction torque will be experienced only by the conduction currents in the circuit (c.f. my discussion of Poincaré's work in [2, page 160].) (5) It seems to me that some readers may be puzzled by a seeming conflict between Professor Jackson's statement on page 498 where he writes:
'. . . it appears that we agree with Roche's first conclusion, that the displacement current does not enter the determination of the magnetic field within the charging capacitor' and his statement on page 499 that:
'the whole field comes from the displacement current as "source".' I think this does need to be clarified. My own view is that, in the Coulomb gauge, the displacement current can, in general, be considered to be equivalent to an electric current but that in the special case of the uniformly charging capacitor it does not contribute at all to the magnetic field there. But the Coulomb gauge is not a physical gauge and the equivalence of ∂D/∂t to a current is always purely fictional. current through the loop. This establishes that the azimuthal magnetic field does not depend on z. I need not continue the argument-it is all there on my page 498. The lack of z dependence is a consequence of the cancelling z-dependences of the contributions from the current flow in the central wire segment and the radial currents in the two plates. A tedious direct calculation of the magnetic field in the limit d/a 1 verifies the behaviour found in the simple fashion of my paper.
(4) Here the disagreements are semantic. It is common usage to call the charge and current densities the sources of the electromagnetic fields [4] [5] [6] . A standard theorem [7] , loosely stated, is: if the divergence and the curl of a vector field are given through all space and they vanish at infinity, then the vector field can be determined everywhere. It is in this sense that monograph and textbook writers use the term 'source'.
Roche's discussion here fails to recognize the iterative process involved in the quasi-static treatment of the charging capacitor. In the zeroth approximation, all is electrostatics. The time derivative of the zeroth-order electric field can serve as an effective source term in the Ampère equation to determine the first-order magnetic field. Continued iteration generates the proper Bessel function series for the electric and magnetic fields inside a cylindrical resonant cavity.
(5a) Roche seems not to have understood my treatment of section 3 and my use of the two loops, A and B, in my figure 1. In my section 3, the symmetry of the problem is used in the context of the quasi-static approach to derive the first-order magnetic field from the zerothorder displacement current as an effective source in Ampère's equation (from the Ampère-Maxwell equation with no current density). With the 'loop A' approach, all is due to the conduction current. With loop B, one only gets consistency with the combination of conduction current and displacement current.
None of this is surprising. If the language is a problem, use other terminology.
(5b) Roche's last sentence is objectionable on two counts. Firstly, he says, 'But the Coulomb gauge is not a physical gauge. . . .'
The choice of gauge is purely a matter of convenience. The Coulomb gauge is no more or less physical than any other. It is convenient for some problems, inconvenient for others. The fields are the reality. The Coulomb gauge has potentials with peculiar ('unphysical') relativistic properties, but the fields derived from them are the same as the fields derived from the potentials in any other gauge, causal and with finite speed of propagation [8, 9] . My second objection is to the last part of the sentence:
'and the equivalence of ∂D/∂t to a current is always purely fictional. ' Roche believes our differences are slight. I find his statement too doctrinaire.
